ABBA Dream Wall
Introducing ABBA’s Dream Wall:
ABBA is committed to bringing people and organizations together for the good of
the community. When the Lord gave us our new space, he gave one of the team
this word concerning its use: “It is to be a strategy center, a glory center, where
dreams and visions are called into reality, where the strategy comes out of the
gifts and callings I have placed within the people who will gather there. There
will be a dream wall where people can post their dreams and visions for the city.
Prophetic prayer teams will pray over the dreams and visions and call them into
reality. There will be creative discussions and spiritual insight into how the
dreams and visions relate and fit together. People with dreams will meet people
with know-how and tactical ability to make dreams come true.”
Check our Facebook Page regularly to see the newly posted dreams and to watch
dreams come true. We invite you to participate on the page. You are welcome to
comment on and express your creative thoughts on the posted dreams. We would
especially love for you to pray for the dreams on our wall. You may have a
dream of your own you would like to submit.

To submit your dream:
Write your dream succinctly in a sentence or two (our space is limited.) We
choose dreams that are for the good of the community (as opposed to personal
dreams). The dreams need to be specific, so it is clear when the answer comes.
Submit your dream to thana@abbaconnect.net. It is helpful to include a
website or social media site to refer people where you can give more information
and a contact person who respond to questions or ideas.
Prayer teams will pray over your dream. We hope our readers will pray for one
another’s dreams as well. When the dream comes true, we’ll post your testimony.
Our larger purpose is to give God the glory and encourage people that God cares
about their dreams and that he answers prayer.
The ABBA staff will determine which dreams are posted and how long they will
remain on our wall. That determination will be based on such factors as
continued relevance and available wall space.

